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SRAM X-SYNC 2 Direct
Mount 32T Offset 3mm
Steel Sprocket

Price 15.94 €

Availability
Available

Number 409100075

Producer code 11.6218.041.004

EAN 710845820854

Product description

SRAM is an American brand specializing in bicycle accessories. The company was founded in 1987 and has since become one
of the world's leading manufacturers of bicycle components. SRAM produces a wide range of products that are available for
riders of all levels. The brand is known for its innovative technological solutions, such as wireless shifting systems, as well as
its high-quality products for professional cyclists and bicycle enthusiasts. The brand is known for its high-quality products,
which are recognized and trusted by cyclists around the world.

 

 

SRAM X-SYNC 2 Direct Mount Sprocket

Manufacturer: SRAM
Application: MTB
Group: XX1/X01/GX Eagle™ (1 x 12-speed)
Offset: 3mm
Mounting: Direct Mount
Ideal under: XX1/X01/GX Eagle Direct Mount Crank (GXP and BB30)
Suggested Chain: XX1/X01/GX Eagle™

Eagle™ technology is an innovative approach to creating transmissions that deliver the highest quality, quietness, durability
and efficiency ever available in the bicycle market. The revolutionary design and features of the X-SYNC™ 2 Eagle™ gears
are the result of years of research by our drivetrain engineers. They carefully analyzed the performance and wear of
thousands of X-SYNC™ sprockets, resulting in a completely new standard.

The longer and more advanced tooth shape has been carefully designed to work perfectly with the new Eagle™ chain,
increasing chain retention and overall pedaling efficiency. This means you can enjoy drive stability while minimizing drag,
noise and component wear.

The gears, available in different sizes (30, 32, 34, 36, 38 teeth), allow you to tailor the transmission to your
preferences.
Direct mount (DM) ensures not only performance, but also aesthetics, thanks to its flat design.
Compatibility with 11/12 and 12-speed systems guarantees flexibility in component selection.
Gear material made of aluminum and steel combines strength with low weight.
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Available in black and gold colors, you can match the sprockets to the look of your bike.
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